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ABSTRACT  

The need to stabilize active compounds has notably increased in recent 
years. The reason is to better protect the sensitive, reactive and short shelf-life 
ingredients contained in final products used in many areas of industry. The 
protection process is influenced by a variety of factors, such as interaction 
with other components and the volatility or toxicity of active ingredients. 
Therefore, modern technology has led to the development of a variety of 
delivery systems that effectively address these important issues. By definition, 
a delivery system is any type of vehicle that makes an active substance 
available to a target site and that can provide beneficial properties from the 
cosmetic or therapeutic points of view.  

The main objective of this doctoral thesis is to introduce some of the types 
of vehicles which may be used for transport of active substances in the 
cosmetics, pharmaceutical or food industries.  

This work is divided into two main parts. The first part is focused on a 
description of the various types of particulate systems serving as vehicles, 
such as emulsions, nanoemulsions, microemulsions and microparticles, 
wherein each mentioned system is discussed in a separate chapter in terms of 
their formation, characterization and properties. The work also contains a 
chapter that provides a mutual comparison as well as an overview of the main 
advantages and disadvantages of these systems and possibilities for their 
practical applications. The last chapter of the theoretical part of this thesis is 
devoted to the methods used for their characterization.  

In the second part of the thesis, results obtained during the doctoral work 
are reported in short summaries of four research papers that document the 
current status of the problem. At the end of the work, full-texts of the research 
papers are enclosed. 
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ABSTRAKT 

Potřeba stabilizace aktivních látek se v poslední době výrazně zvýšila. 
Důvodem je snaha ochránit citlivé a reaktivní látky, jakož i látky s 
krátkodobou životností přítomné ve výrobcích používaných v řadě 
průmyslových oblastí. Proces spojený s touto ochranou je ovlivněn řadou 
faktorů, jako jsou interakce s jinými složkami, těkavost nebo toxicita 
aktivních složek. Moderní technologie proto vedou k rozvoji celé řady 
systémů, které účinně řeší tyto důležité otázky. Systémem vhodným pro 
transport aktivních látek je jakékoliv vehikulum, které je schopno je doručit 
do cílového místa a které poskytuje výhodné vlastnosti z kosmetického nebo 
terapeutického hlediska. 

Hlavním cílem této dizertační práce je představit různé typy vehikul, které 
mohou být použity jako vhodné nosiče aktivních látek v kosmetickém, 
farmaceutickém nebo potravinářském průmyslu.  

Předložená práce je rozdělena do dvou hlavních částí. První, teoretická část 
práce, je zaměřena na popis různých typů částicových systémů, jako jsou 
emulze, nanoemulze, mikroemulze a mikročástice, přičemž každý ze 
zmíněných sytémů je představen v samostatné kapitole, kde je uvedena jejich 
stručná charakterizace, vlastnosti a příprava. Práce také obsahuje kapitolu 
týkající se vzájemného porovnání těchto systémů včetně přehledu jejich 
hlavních výhod a nevýhod a možností praktických aplikací. Kromě toho je 
poslední oddíl teoretické části práce věnován metodám, které slouží k jejich 
charakterizaci. 

V druhé části práce jsou formou čtyř publikací souhrnně prezentovány 
konkrétní, praktické výsledky získané v průběhu doktorského studia. Obsahy 
jednotlivých článků jsou uvedeny vždy krátkým shrnutím, které se týká 
řešeného problému. V závěru práce jsou pak přiloženy plné texty 
výzkumných prací. 

 
 
 
 
Klíčová slova: disperzní systém, emulze, nanoemulze, mikroemulze, 
mikročástice, vehikula 
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

     
1 INTRODUCTION TO COSMETICS VEHICLES 

 
Recently, there has been a growing interest in the cosmetics, food, 

pharmaceutical and other industries in using different types of vehicles, for 
example colloidal dispersions or microparticles, capable of the encapsulation, 
protection and delivery of active components, such as drugs, antioxidants, 
vitamins, antimicrobials and nutraceuticals [1][2][3][4][5].  

Cosmetic vehicles are used as carriers for active substances, delivering 
them to specified targets. This is allowed only if no systemic, physiological or 
pharmacological effect is achieved and the product is shown to be safe. 
Delivering active substances to these targets requires the formulation of the 
appropriate concentration of actives to achieve the optimal release rate and 
desired distribution of active substances between the vehicle and the target. It 
follows that the vehicle should penetrate into the stratum corneum and release 
the active component at the target where the desired effect is achieved [6]. 

The efficacy of dermatological and cosmetic products is influenced by the 
type of vehicle, its active composition and mechanism of action. Hence, the 
correct selection of a suitable vehicle plays an important role during the 
development of the product [7]. The type of vehicle can already be 
determined by the product target profile. Important selection criteria include 
the desired effect of the vehicle on the skin, ease of formulation, and physical 
and chemical stability [8].  

Despite increasing technological efforts in the field of skin care, no 
universal vehicle has yet been identified. Each active compound requires a 
different type of vehicle for an optimized treatment [9]. The literature sources 
document many types of vehicles which can be classified according to various 
principles. However, cosmetic preparations are complex systems, making it 
difficult to find a universal classification system [7]. A simple classification 
may be performed according to the appearance of the vehicles: liquid, 
semisolid and solid systems (Fig. 1). However, this classification is not 
important for rational formulation design and development [6].  
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Figure 1 Classification of vehicles according to appearance. 

 
 Another classification system involves the physical state and optical 

divergances of the system. Vehicles can be classified into monophasic, 
isotropic systems or anisotropic heterophasic systems [6].  

The classification of vehicles may also be performed as a function of their 
use and application site, i.e., vehicles for hairs (shampoo, depilatory agents, 
hair colorant), nails (polish), mouth (toothpaste, lipstick) and skin (body 
lotion, deodorant, antiperspirant, etc.) [6]. 

In the development of cosmetic products, a physical-chemical classification 
system is often preferred since this classification determines the principal 
properties and matrix character of vehicles. In a physical-chemical 
classification system, various characterization critieria are used [6]: 

 
• Polarity (hydrophilicity, lipophilicity), 
• Physical state (solid, semisolid, liquid, gaseous), 
• Size/dimension of dispersed particulates,  

o True solution, molecular dispersions: particles size < 1 nm, 
o Colloidal dispersions: particle size 1–500 nm, 
o Coarse dispersions: particle size > 500 nm, 

• Solubility characteristics, 
• Rheology, 
• Composition and physical-chemical characteristics. 
 
From this short summary of different possibilities of classifications and 

types of delivery systems it follows that there is a large number of potential 
vehicles for transporting active compounds. Therefore, this doctoral thesis is 
focused only on some of them, namely on the dispersion systems (emulsions, 
microemulsions, nanoemulsions) and particulate systems (microparticles). 

Vehicles 

Liquid systems 
(aqueous solutions, 
micellar systems, 
microemulsions, 
emulsions)  

Semisolid systems 
(lipogels, oleogels, 
hydrogels, creams, 
liposomes, 
niosomes) 

Solid systems 
(powders) 
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2 DISPERSION SYSTEMS 

Dispersion systems are two phase systems, consisting of small particles or 
droplets of dispersed phase (discontinuous phase) distributed uniformly in a 
dispersion medium (continuous phase) [10][11]. As already mentioned, they 
can be classified according to their particle size into true, colloidal and coarse 
dispersions [6]. This chapter concerns one of the groups, colloidal 
dispersions.  

 
 

 2.1 Colloidal dispersion systems 

The term colloid was first introduced by Graham in 1861. Since then, the 
language of colloidal science has developed and distinguished three terms: 
lyophilic (surfactant micelles, protein solutions), lyophobic (emulsions, 
foams, suspensions) and association colloidal dispersion systems. Lyophilic 
colloids are formed spontaneously by dissolving the material in the solvent 
(thermodynamically stable). The second type of colloid is not formed 
spontaneously and can be only formed with mechanical energy input [11]. 
The formation of the association colloids is also spontaneous but the 
concentration of amphiphile in the solution exceeds the CMC (critical 
micellar concentration) [12]. An overview of different types of colloidal 
dispersions is provided in Table 1. A typical example of lyophobic 
dispersions are emulsions, which are considered as the most important 
delivery systems [13] and are therefore discussed next. 
 
Table 1 Types of colloidal dispersion systems [12] 
Dispersed phase Dispersion medium Name 
Liquid Gas Liquid aerosol 
Solid Gas Solid aerosol 
Gas Liquid Foam 
Liquid Liquid Emulsion 
Solid Liquid Sol, suspension 
Gas Solid Solid foam 
Liquid Solid Solid emulsion 
Solid Solid Solid suspension 

 

2.1.1 Emulsions 

Emulsions are colloidal dispersions composed of at least two immiscible 
liquids (water and oil), one of which is usually dispersed as fine droplets 
throughout the other liquid phase. The phase existing as droplets is called the 
dispersed phase and the liquid surrounding them is known as the continuous 
phase [11]. Emulsions can be distinguished according to different criteria. 
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Firstly, they can be distinguished according to the polarity of dispersed and 
continuous phase on water in oil (W/O) and oil in water (O/W) emulsions 
depending on whether the dispersed phase is water or oil [14][15][16]. 
Moreover, it is also possible to prepare special type of emulsions, so-called 
multiple emulsions of oil in water in oil (O/W/O) and water in oil in water 
(W/O/W), in which a primary emulsion is dispersed in an external phase 
[6][15]. Besides this basic classification, the emulsions can be categorized 
according to the concentration of the dispersed phase into diluted, 
concentrated and gel emulsions [17]. Finally, there is a classification of 
emulsions according to the size of dispersed phase into microemulsions, 
nanoemulsions and macroemulsions.  

 
 
 

3 MICROEMULSIONS 

Microemulsions are the spontaneously formed, clear, thermodynamically 
stable homogenous dispersion of two immiscible liquids containing 
appropriate amounts of surfactants and co-surfactants [18]. The 
microemulsion concept was firstly introduced by Hoar and Schulman [19] in 
the 1940s, who found that the addition of a fourth component (often an 
alcohol) to an emulsion containing oil, water and a surfactant led to the 
formation of a clear, apparently homogenous phase. This additional 
component is usually called the co-surfactant [10]. These systems normally 
have droplet diameters of 100 nm or less, and many of them contain droplets 
only slightly larger than a simple micellar system [20]. As those particles are 
much smaller than the wavelength of visible light, microemulsions are 
transparent or translucent in appearance [21][22] and their structure cannot be 
observed through an optical microscope [23]. Real microemulsions behave as 
Newtonian liquids and their viscosity is not shear-dependent [24][25].  
 
 
3.1 Formation of microemulsions 

3.1.1 Theories of microemulsion formation 

There are different theories relating to the formation of microemulsions, 
such as interfacial or mixed film theories [26][27], solubilisation theories 
[28][29][30], and thermodynamic treatments [31][32][33]. As an example, the 
simplified thermodynamic model, which is presented below, has been 
proposed to explain the formation of microemulsion systems. The free energy 
of microemulsion formation is considered to depend on the extent to which 
surfactant decreases the interfacial tension, hence on the interfacial energy 
(γ∆A) of the oil-water interface and on the change in entropy of the system 
upon droplet formation (T∆S). The following equation then applies (1)  
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∆Gf = γ∆A – T∆S , (1) 
 
where ∆Gf  is the free energy of microemulsion formation, γ is the interfacial 
tension of the oil-water interface, ∆A is the change in interfacial area upon 
microemulsification, ∆S  is the change in entropy of the system, and T is the 
temperature [21]. 

When microemulsion is formed, the change in ∆A is very large because of 
the large number of very small droplets formed, which dictate large amounts 
of surfactant that will be needed to cover all the interface, γ is very small (of 
the order of fractions of mN/m but not zero), and the entropic component is 
the major factor governing spontaneous droplet formation and 
thermodynamic stability. The component that dominates T∆S is the dispersion 
entropy, arising from the mixing of one phase in the other in the form of large 
numbers of small droplets. However, there are also expected entropic 
contributions originating from other dynamic processes, such as surfactant 
diffusion in the interfacial layer. Thereby, a negative free energy of formation 
is achieved when large reductions in surface tension are accompanied by a 
significant favourable entropic change, and the production of microemulsion 
is spontaneous [21]. 
 
3.1.2 Phase behaviour of microemulsions 

The correlation between the phase behaviour of a mixture and its 
composition can be obtained with the help of phase diagrams [21]. The 
construction of phase diagrams is a useful way to study the complex series of 
interactions that can occur when different components are mixed. 
Microemulsions might be formed together with various association structures, 
including emulsions, micelles, lamellars, hexagonals, cubic structures, gels 
and/or oily dispersions, depending on the chemical composition and 
concentration of each of the components. Therefore, an understanding of their 
phase equilibrium and a determination of the phase boundaries are essential 
aspects of their study [25]. The phase behaviour of simple microemulsion 
systems consisting of oil, water and surfactant can be studied with the aid of a 
ternary phase diagram in which each corner represents 100% of that particular 
component. However, more commonly, the microemulsion contains an 
additional component, a co-surfactant. In the case of four-component systems, 
pseudoternary phase diagrams are used in which one of the corners represents 
a binary mixture of two components and the remaining two corners are 
assigned to the pure components. Nevertheless, the construction of phase 
diagrams is time consuming, especially when the goal is to accurately 
delineate phase boundaries among the individual phases formed [21]. 

The phase diagram approach to microemulsions was introduced decades 
ago by Gilbert and co-workers [34]. The construction of a phase diagram is 
generally performed for the determination of microemulsion (homogeneous) 
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and multiphase (heterogeneous) areas. In practice, the microemulsion area is 
determined through the titration method. The water is added dropwise with a 
micropipette to the mixture of oil/surfactant (co-surfactant), and after the 
addition of each drop, the mixture is homogenized (usually by vortex) and 
examined visually and with a crossed polarized filter [6][35]. The addition of 
water continues until the addition of one more drop produces turbidity [25]. 
The appearance (transparency, opalescence or isotropy) is recorded, along 
with the number of phases formed. In this way, the boundaries of each area 
(microemulsion region and multiphase regions) can be determined [6][35], 
which corresponds to the chosen content of oils as well as the surfactant or 
co-surfactant mixing ratio [25]. 

A schematic representation of different, thermodynamically stable single 
phase as well as multiphase regions for a system of water, surfactant and oil is 
presented in a ternary phase diagram (Fig. 2). These multiphase systems with 
the following distinct features were firstly described by Winsor [36]. 
According to his theory, the following phases can be distinguished:  
 

• Winsor type I: two phases, the lower microemulsion (O/W) phase is in 
equilibrium with the upper excess oil phase, 

• Winsor type II: two phases, the upper microemulsion (W/O) phase is in 
equilibrium with the excess water phase,  

• Winsor type III: three phases, the middle bicontinuous phase containing 
microdomains of O and W is in equilibrium with the upper excess oil 
phase and lower excess water phase, and  

• Winsor type IV: a single phase, where oil, water and surfactant are 
homogenously mixed [37][38].  

 
The transition between microemulsion phases can be achieved in several 

ways, depending on the type of surfactants used. For ionic surfactants, a 
microemulsion type I-II-III transition can be obtained by increasing the 
electrolyte concentration, whereas for non-ionic surfactants it is accomplished 
by increasing the temperature. Increasing the electrolyte concentration or 
temperature causes the non-ionic surfactant solution to become more 
hydrophobic and segregate more towards the oil-water interface, thus 
reducing the surfactant film curvature and interfacial tension. At net zero 
curvature, Winsor type III is formed [39]. Winsor type IV occurs when 
surfactant concentration is increased in Winsor type III, thereby increasing the 
volume of the middle phase until it becomes a single phase [40]. Figure 2 also 
illustrates the composition dependent internal structures (microstructures) of 
microemulsion systems. In the water-rich corner, L1 – a single phase region of 
normal micelles or oil-in-water microemulsion is formed. In the oil-rich 
domain, formation of L2 – reverse micelles or water-in-oil microemulsion is 
preferred [37].  
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Figure 2 Schematic ternary phase diagram of water-oil-surfactant mixtures 
illustrating Winsor classifications and probable internal structures. L1, a 
single phase region of normal micelles or (O/W) microemulsion; L2, reverse 
micelles or (W/O) microemulsion; D – anisotropic lamellar liquid crystalline 
phase. The microemulsion is marked by µe, oil by O and water by W [37]. 

 
 

3.1.3 Factors affecting phase behaviour 

Salinity 
The droplet size of O/W microemulsion increases at low salinity. This fact 

corresponds to growth in the solubilisation of oil. When salinity rises, the 
system becomes bicontinuous with reduction in particle size over an 
intermediate salinity range. A further increase in salinity finally results in 
complete phase separation [25]. 

 
Alcohol concentration 

The phase transition from W/O to bicontinuous and ultimately to O/W 
microemulsion type occurs by increasing the concentration of low molecular 
weight alcohol (co-surfactant). The opposite type of phase transition is 
observed in the case of high molecular weight alcohols [25]. 

 
Surfactant hydrophobic chain length 

An increase in the length of the hydrophobic chain of the surfactant causes 
the O/W microemulsion to invert to type W/O via the bicontinuous phase 
[25]. 
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pH 
Changes in pH affect the microemulsion systems contaning pH sensitive 

surfactants. The effect is more pronounced when using acidic or alkaline 
surfactants. Carboxylic acids and amines change the microemulsion type from 
W/O to O/W by raising the pH [25]. 
 
Nature of oil 

Increase in the aromaticity of oil leads to phase transitions from O/W to 
W/O microemulsion and is opposite to that of the increase in the oil alkane 
carbon number [25]. 
 
Ionic strength 

When the ionic strength increases, the microemulsion system passes from 
O/W microemulsion in equilibrium with oil excess to the middle phase and 
finally to W/O microemulsion in equilibrium with water excess [25]. 

 
3.1.4 Factors affecting the microemulsion type 

The microemulsion type depends on the following factors: 
 
Critical Packing Parameter (CPP) 

Changes in film curvature and microemulsion type can be addressesd 
quantitatively in terms of geometric requirements. This concept was 
introduced by Israelachvili et al. [41] and is widely used to relate surfactant 
molecular structure to interfacial topology. The preferred film curvature of 
surfactant is governed by the relative values of the head group (ao) and tail 
effective area (v/lc) where v is the partial volume of the hydrophobic part of 
surfactant and lc is the effective length of the surfactant hydrocarbon chain 
(Fig. 3) [38]. 

 

 
Figure 3 The critical packing parameter relates the head group area, the 
length and the volume of the carbon chain to a dimensionless number [38]. 
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The critical packing parameter is expressed by equation (2) 
 

CPP = v/lcao , (2) 
 

Generally, if a CPP value lies between 0–1, the interface curves towards 
water (positive curvature) and O/W systems are favoured. When the CPP is 
greater than 1, the interface curves spontaneously towards oil (negative 
curvature) and W/O microemulsions are formed. At zero curvature, when the 
HLB value is balanced, either bicontinuous or lamellar structures may form 
according to the rigidity of the film [25]. 

 
Hydrophilic-Lipophilic Balance (HLB) 

Another concept relating molecular structure to interfacial packing and film 
curvature is the HLB value concept. The HLB takes into account the relative 
contribution of hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts of a surfactant molecule. 
The HLB concept was firstly introduced by Griffin in 1949 [42]. He 
suggested a semi-empirical HLB scale for predicting emulsion type from a 
surfactant molecular composition. Non-ionic surfactants are sorted from 
lipophilic to hydrophilic on a scale of 1 to 20 at 25 °C [43]. HLB and packing 
parameter describe the same basic concept although the latter is more suitable 
for microemulsions.  
 
Characteristics of surfactant and oil phase 

A surfactant molecule consists of a hydrophilic head group and lipophilic 
tail group. The areas of these groups, which are a measure of the differential 
tendency of water to swell the head group and oil to swell the tail, are 
important for specific formulation when assessing the surfactant HLB in a 
particular system. When a high surfactant concentration is used or the 
surfactant is in the presence of salt, then the degree of dissociation of polar 
groups in the surfactant decreases and the resulting system may be of W/O 
type. Diluting with water then increases dissociation and leads to an O/W 
system.  

The character of the oil phase also affects interfacial curvature (type of 
emulsion formed) due to its ability to penetrate into the surfactant monolayer 
and swell the lipophilic tail group region of the surfactant. As a consequence 
of the oil penetration into the surfactant lipophilic region, the negative 
curvature increases, the surfactant monolayer is more convex towards the oil 
phase and W/O emulsions are preferably formed [44].  

 
Temperature 

Temperature is particularly important for non-ionic surfactants in 
determining their effective head group size. At low temperatures, they are 
hydrophilic and form normal O/W systems, while at higher temperatures, they 
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are lipophilic and form inverse systems of W/O. Moreover, at an intermediate 
temperature, microemulsion also coexists with excess water and oil phases 
when a bicontinuous structure is formed [44]. 

The chain length, type and nature of the co-surfactant  
The addition of a co-surfactant with a shorter chain, for example alcohol, 

produces a positive curvature effect as alcohol swells the head region of the 
surfactant more than the tail region. As a result, the surfactant becomes more 
hydrophilic and an O/W microemulsion type is formed. Conversely, a  
co-surfactant with a longer chain favours a W/O microemulsion type, with 
alcohol swelling more in the tail region [44]. 
 

 
3.2 Properties of microemulsions 

The main characteristics of microemulsions are a low viscosity associated 
with a Newtonian-type flow [6][35], an ultralow interfacial tension, a large 
interfacial area [45] and the ability to solubilize both water-soluble and  
oil-soluble compounds [45][46]. Moreover, they are also characterized by 
excellent stability, easy preparation, optical clarity [46] and, in particular 
cases, antimicrobial properties [47]. All of these favourable properties make 
them desirable in a variety of applications including the food industry, 
cosmetics, pharmaceuticals [48], cleaning technologies and soil remediation 
[40]. Microemulsions have also been utilized as templates for the synthesis of 
polymer dispersions and nanoparticles for a broad range of technological 
applications [49]. On the contrary, a major practical drawback of 
microemulsions is usually connected with their composition. Since 
microemulsions represent droplets with very small diameters, they form very 
high surfaces requiring a higher surfactant concentration compared to 
classical emulsions, typically 10–30 wt.% [50][51]. This leads to high 
residues, contaminant levels, formulation costs [49] and limitations of their 
widespread use in some practical applications [18]. 

 
 

3.3 Formulation of microemulsion systems 

Generally, microemulsions are systems composed of four components: 
water, oil, a surfactant and a co-surfactant [52][53][54][55]. These systems 
can be stabilized by non-ionic and ionic surfactants and mixtures thereof [56]. 
The chosen surfactant must be able to lower the interfacial tension to an 
extremely small value, allowing dispersion of the oil phase during the 
production of the microemulsion and providing a flexible film that can readily 
deform the droplets and be of suitable liophilic/hydrophilic character to 
ensure the correct curvature at the interfacial region [57]. It is well-known 
that microemulsions prepared using ionic surfactants require a relatively high 
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ratio of surfactant in the dispersed phase or even the addition of a  
co-surfactant to attain the required interfacial properties leading to the 
spontaneous dispersion of one phase in the other. On the other hand, some 
non-ionic surfactants have been found to produce microemulsions with lower 
levels of surfactant (~10 wt.%) and without the addition of a co-surfactant 
[20]. Therefore, non-ionic surfactants are particularly interesting in relation to 
microemulsion formation due to the absence of repulsive electrostatic 
interactions [46]. Yet, in microemulsions stabilized by non-ionic surfactants, 
the temperature is the decisive parameter, and the microemulsion phase is 
stable only in a certain, limited temperature range [58]. 

Short-chain alcohols (ethanol, propanol, butanol, pentanol and hexanol, 
etc) [19][55] were originally used as co-surfactants, but nowadays polyols, 
esters of polyol, derivates of glycerol, and organic acids are often included 
[55]. The purpose of their application is to sufficiently reduce the interfacial 
tension between oil and water in order to achieve almost spontaneous 
microemulsion formation [45]. The effectiveness of alcohol as a co-surfactant 
depends decisively on its chain length, which was mentioned in section 3.1.3 
[59]. 

 
The effects of short-chain alcohols (such as ethanol), polyols 

(propylenglycol or glycerol) and salts (organic and inorganic) on the phase 
behaviour of food-grade glycerol monolaurate microemulsions have recently 
been discussed [48][60][61]. It was found that the solubilisation of water and 
oil with ethoxylated non-ionic surfactants was dramatically improved in the 
presence of short-chain alcohols and polyols, and organic salts contributed to 
the improved oil solubilisation as hydrotropes. Moreover, the study [62] 
showed that the solubilisation of water-soluble salts with antimicrobial 
properties in microemulsions enhanced their antimicrobial effects. Aboofazeli 
et al. [63] examined the oil effect on the phase behaviour of microemulsions. 
The pseudoternary phase of systems composed of water, lecithin, propanol (or 
butanol) and oils with different polarity (soybean oil, ethyl oleate, oleic acid, 
ethyl octanoate, octanoic acid, butoxyethanol) were reported. It was found 
that the phase behaviour of these systems was largely dependent upon the 
nature and mixing ratio of the consurfactant as well as the length of the oil 
chain, rather than the polarity of the oils used in this study.  

The effect of alcohol was also studied by Leser et al. [64], who examined 
the phase diagrams of phospatidylcholine, medium-chain triacylglycerol 
(MCT) and alcohols (propanol, butanol and pentanol) with different chain 
lengths. They concluded that propanol disorders the liquid crystalline 
structure, enhances the flexibility of the surfactant film and enables the MCT 
to penetrate the surfactant. Another study [65] has demonstrated that the 
formation of triacylglycerol microemulsion can be achieved by incorporating 
sucrose and short-chain alcohol (ethanol). Their synergistic interactions result 
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in the destabilization of liquid crystalline mesophases and lead to 
triacylglycerol microemulsion formation. 

Graciaa and co-workers [66] first introduced the lipophilic linker 
(dodecanol) concept, which improves the solubilisation capacity of 
hydrocarbon and polar oils. These lipophilic linkers (long-chain alcohols) 
have a tendency to segregate near the oil side of the oil-water interface, very 
close to the tails of the surfactants. Conversely, Acosta et al. [67] found that 
hydrophilic linkers (sodium mono and dimethylnaphthalene  
sulfonate – SMDNS) can also increase solubilisation because they provide 
more space for lipophilic linkers to segregate and further enhance the 
solubilisation ability. Recently, Komesvarakul et al. [68] published a 
modified approach regarding the formation of sebum microemulsions using 
linker molecules with the addition of co-oil to improve sebum solubilisation. 
They used a combination of a lipophilic linker (sorbitan monooleate), a 
hydrophilic linker (hexylglucocide), a main surfactant (sodium dioctyl 
sulfosuccinate), a co-oil (squalene, squalane, isopropyl myristate and ethyl 
laurate), and artificial sebum for microemulsion formation. They have found 
that using co-oil helps the solubilization of triacylglycerols at lower surfactant 
concentrations and reduces the amount of surfactant necessary to form a 
single-phase microemulsion. These formulations have a major advantage 
since they can reduce the amount of surfactant and completely remove 
alcohol from the formulation. Since alcohols are potentially irritating, 
alcohol-free formulations could be useful especially for consumers with 
sensitive skin. 

Recently, several studies have investigated the antimicrobial properties of 
microemulsions containing different types of monoacylglycerols (MAG) as 
an oil phase. For example, the testing of the antimicrobial activity of a 
microemulsion system with monolauroylglycerol was published in 
[69][70][71][72]. In the publication of Fu et al. [73], the enhancement of the 
inhibition ability of this MAG towards bacteria via loading in microemulsions 
in comparison with the antimicrobial activity of corresponding MAGs was 
reported. 
 
 

 
4 NANOEMULSIONS 

Nanoemulsions are defined as a class of emulsions with a uniform and 
small droplet size, typically in the range of 50–200 nm [74][75] or  
50–500 nm, as given in publications [76][77][78][79]. In the literature they 
are often referred to as miniemulsions [80][81], sub-micron emulsions [82] or 
ultrafine emulsions [18]. The term nanoemulsions has been increasingly 
adopted because it signifies the nanoscale size range of the droplets and 
avoids confusion with other kinds of dispersions such as microemulsions 
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[58][74]. They are intermediates between classical emulsions and 
microemulsions [83].  

 
 

4.1 Preparation of nanoemulsions 

Although the preparation of nanoemulsions is more complex than that of 
microemulsions, from a practical view point they possess an important 
advantage stemming from the reduced amounts of surfactants needed for their 
formation [58][90]. Conversely, nanoemulsions cannot be formed 
spontaneously like microemulsions, and energy input, generally from 
mechanical devices or from the chemical potential of the components, is 
required [50][85][91][92]. According to the literature, nanoemulsions can be 
prepared by high-energy [93][94][95] and low-energy [75][96][97] 
emulsification methods.  

 
4.1.1 High-energy emulsification method 

High-energy emulsification methods are extensively used in industries to 
produce emulsions with small and uniform droplet sizes [97]. These 
techniques require high mechanical energy, which is achieved by applying 
high-shear stirring, high-pressure homogenizers or ultrasound generators [78].  

During emulsification, various processes take place including the break up 
of droplets, adsorption of surfactant molecules, and droplet collision, which 
may lead to coalescence and the formation of larger droplets. These processes 
may occur simultaneously during emulsification, as the time scale for each 
process is extremely small (miliseconds). The breaking of droplets occurs 
when the deforming force exceeds the Laplace pressure, pL, which is the 
interfacial force that acts against droplet deformation. It follows that Laplace 
pressure is the difference in pressures between two sides of a curved interface 
and is defined by equation 3  
 

pL = γ  , (3) 

 
where R1 and R2 are the principal radii of curvature and γ is the interfacial 
tension. From equation 3 it is clear that the smaller the droplet size for a given 
system, the more energy input and/or surfactant is required [58].  

 
4.1.2 Low-energy emulsification method 

In contrast, low-energy emulsification methods can use the advantage of 
the chemical energy of components to produce nanoemulsions almost 
spontaneously. These techniques are based on the phase transitions taking 
place during emulsification [85][98]. These phase transitions result from 
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changes in the spontaneous curvature of the surfactant [99]. As defined, phase 
inversion is a process by which water-in-oil (W/O) emulsion can be inverted 
to an oil-in-water (O/W) emulsion or vice versa [100]. This phenomenon can 
be induced either by increasing the volume fraction of the dispersed phase 
(catastrophic phase inversion) or by changing the affinity of the surfactants 
towards the two phases (transitional phase inversion) [101][102]. Both types 
of phase inversion can be seen in Figure 4 [51]. A catastrophic phase 
inversion occurs between a normal and an abnormal emulsion, while a 
transitional inversion is a process that occurs between two normal emulsions 
[103]. Emulsions are deemed normal when the surfactant is more soluble in 
the continuous phase and abnormal when the surfactant is more soluble in the 
dispersed phase. These abnormal emulsions are highly unstable and can only 
be maintained under vigorous mixing for a short period of time [101]. 
Generally, factors that affect the phase inversions of O/W emulsions are the 
nature of the oil phase, the surfactant type and its concentration, the 
temperature of the system, the O/W ratio, the presence of other components in 
the oil or water phase, the process conditions and the rate and order of 
addition of the different components [102]. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Schematic illustration of both catastrophic and transitional phase 
inversion for the preparation of O/W emulsions [76].  

 
 

The Phase inversion temperature (PIT) method, first introduced by 
Shinoda and Saito [104][105], is widely used in industry. This transitional 
phase inversion is based on the temperature dependent changes in the 
spontaneous curvature of polyoxyethylene type non-ionic surfactants in the 
emulsion system with a constant composition [106]. These types of 
surfactants become lipophilic with increasing temperature due to the 
dehydration of the polyoxyethylene chains. The curvature of the surfactant 
monolayer is more convex (has a large positive spontaneous curvature) 
towards water at low temperatures [106][107], and a ternary mixture of oil, 
water and surfactant will be phase separated into a surfactant-rich aqueous 
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phase and almost pure oil (Winsor I). The surfactant-rich aqueous phase, also 
reffered to as L1, consists of direct micelles swollen by oil. At high 
temperatures, the curvature of the surfactant is more concave (curvature 
becomes negative) towards water due to the dehydration of the hydrophilic 
tail in a non-ionic surfactant, and it self-assembles into reverse micelles.  
A ternary mixture of oil, water and surfactant will separate into an oil phase 
containing the surfactant, referred to also as L2, in coexistence with almost 
pure water (Winsor II) [108]. It follows that O/W emulsions are preferably 
formed at low temperatures while W/O emulsions form better at high 
temperatures [106][107]. At an intermediate temperature, a so-called PIT 
temperature, the surfactant is “equilibrated” and its spontaneous curvature is 
close to zero. At this temperature, a bicontinuous or liquid crystalline phase is 
in equilibrium with oil and water phases (Winsor III) and the transition from 
O/W to W/O emulsions takes place [108]. During the emulsification process, 
the interfacial tension between oil and water in the presence of non-ionic 
surfactants decreases with temperature and reaches a minimum at a PIT 
temperature before it starts to increase again if temperatures are further 
increased [106][107]. Therefore, emulsions with very small droplets can be 
formed at this PIT temperature. However they are highly unstable, and a rapid 
cooling of the systems well below the PIT temperarure is necessary to obtain 
fine and stable O/W nanoemulsions [105]. If the cooling process is slow, 
coalescence predominates and coarse emulsions are formed [109]. To prolong 
the stability of nanoemulsions, a storage temperature of about 20 to 65 °C 
lower than the PIT temperature is suggested [105].  

The PIT temperature can be determined by conductivity measurements, 
after a small amount of sodium chloride is added. At low temperatures, where 
O/W nanoemulsions are present, a high conductivity is measured. With 
increasing temperature, conductivity decreases. Low conductivity values are 
obtained at temperatures above PIT where W/O nanoemulsions are present. 
The PIT temperature is then calculated as an average temperature between the 
temperatures at the highest and lowest conductivities [90]. The phase 
inversion temperature can also be observed by the naked eye. With this 
method, the PIT is determined by slowly heating the emulsion and visually 
observing the start of turbidity. Below the PIT, the emulsion is white, opaque, 
glossy and thickened, while above the PIT, it is thin and watery [110]. Instead 
of a visual observation, turbidity can be detected using spectrofotometry.  

The practical application of the PIT technique is documented by the 
following examples. Morales and co-workers [111] prepared O/W 
nanoemulsions with narrow size distributions and droplet sizes around 40 nm 
in the system water/hexaethylene glycol monohexadecyl ether (C16E6)/mineral 
oil. Nanoemulsions with a droplet size in the range of 30–130 nm have been 
investigated by Izquierdo et al. using technical-grade non-ionic surfactants 
(C12E4 and C12E6) and hexadecane [89][90] and isohexadecane [106] as an oil 
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phase. These O/W nanoemulsions consisted of 20 wt.% of the oil phase and  
4 to 8 wt.% of the surfactant. Inverted, W/O nanoemulsions have been 
prepared by the same method and using the same components and studied by 
Peng et al. In this case, the optimum composition in terms of stability and 
particle size was isohexadecane/polyoxyethylene 2-lauryl ether 
(C12E2)/polyoxyethylene 4-lauryl ether (C12E4)/water mixed in the ratio of 
70:6:4:20 (wt.%). These nanoemulsions were transparent with a droplet size 
of 21 nm and showed stability for more than 200 days of storage without 
phase separation [51]. Interesting contributions concerning the PIT 
emulsification process were made by Roger et al. [112], who re-examined this 
process in a water/C16E8/hexadecane system. They found that successful 
emulsification is ensured by gently stirring the mixture throughtout the 
process. Moreover, the stirred mixture must be heated above the PIT 
temperature and then fast quenched to lower temperatures. These conditions 
lead to emulsions that have excellent metastability and a narrow size 
distribution with a particle size in the range of 20–100 nm.  
 

The second type of transitional phase inversion, Emulsion Inversion Point 
(EIP) technique, can be induced by the gradual changing of the emulsion 
composition at constant temperature. By adding water to the oil/surfactant 
mixture, the water droplets are first produced in a continuous oil phase. An 
increase in the water volume fraction induces changes in the spontaneous 
curvature of the surfactant from initially stabilizing a W/O emulsion to an 
O/W emulsion at the inversion point. At this point, the affinity of the 
surfactant towards both phases is balanced, and a microemulsion phase or 
lamellar liquid phase with excess water and oil forms. During the transition, 
the system crosses the point of zero spontaneous curvature, and the interfacial 
tension reaches a minimum, supporting the formation of emulsions with small 
droplet sizes [76]. When the system is further diluted with water, this 
structure breaks up into an O/W nanoemulsion. 

The formation and stability of nanoemulsions prepared by the EIP 
technique is highly dependent on the hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB) 
number of non-ionic surfactants [113]. Surfactants with a higher HLB value 
are hydrophilic and act as solubilising agents, detergents and O/W surfactants. 
On the contrary, surfactants with a lower HLB value are lipophilic and 
stabilize W/O emulsions [114]. Using EIP, emulsions with submicrometer-
sized droplets are only obtained if the water to oil ratio is over a certain value. 
Above this value, an excess of water may be added without any affect on 
droplet size. A critical surfactant concentration is also necessary for their 
preparation, as the oil has to be solubilised completely at the EIP. Besides, the 
resulting size distribution mainly depends on the surfactant/oil ratio [76] and 
on the order of mixing of the individual components used in the 
nanoemulsion formulation. 
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This was illustrated by Forgiarini et al. [115], who have studied the 
preparation of water/Brij30/decane nanoemulsions using three different low 
energy emulsification methods. The nanoemulsions with droplet sizes of  
50 nm were formed only when water was added to mixtures of oil and 
surfactant. The formation of water/Cremophor EL/Miglyol 8121 
nanoemulsions with particle sizes from 14 to 39 nm has been reported by 
Sadurní et al. [97].  

Following the same method, a considerable number of research studies 
have been devoted to the formation of nanoemulsions of cyclohexane 
[116][117], xylene [118] and polyisobutylene [119] using a mixture of high- 
and low-HLB surfactants. Liu et al. [96] made paraffin O/W nanoemulsions 
stabilized by two non-ionic surfactants Tween 80 and Span 80 using the 
emulsion inversion point method. Nanoemulsions with a droplet size below 
200 nm were obtained above the critical surfactant-to-oil ratio of 0.20 at  
50 °C. Surfactant combination seems to be also advantageous, as it is well-
known that for a wide range of applications, the mixtures of surfactants with a 
high HLB and low HLB give more stable emulsions than the individual 
surfactants [43][120].  

The EIP method is also applicable in the production of W/O 
nanoemulsions. This type of nanoemulsion with droplet sizes between 60 and 
160 nm was produced by Uson and co-workers, using a stepwise addition of 
oil into a mixture of water and surfactant (Cremophor EL/Cremophor WO72). 
Stable W/O nanoemulsions are usually produced only with a very low water 
concentration (max 4.5 wt.% of the dispersed phase) using a mixed surfactant 
system with a low HLB value [121]. In addition, W/O nanoemulsions have 
been formed by Porras et al. in water/mixed non-ionic surfactants/decane. 
They prepared nanoemulsions by adding water to a mixture of decane and 
non-ionic surfactants (Span 20, Span 80, Tween 20 and Tween 80), thus 
obtaining particles with sizes between 30 and 120 nm [50].  

 
 

4.2 Properties of nanoemulsions 

Nanoemulsions are non-equilibrium systems with a spontaneous tendency 
towards phase separation [84]. However, due to the extremely small initial 
size of their droplets, nanoemulsions may appear transparent or translucent 
[85]. Their kinetic stability is also typical [75]. The small droplet size in 
nanoemulsions makes them resistant to creaming or sedimentation because 
their Brownian motion is enough to overcome gravitational separation. 
                                           
1 Cremophor EL is obtained by reacting castor oil with ethylene oxide in a molar ratio of 1:35. Its HLB lies 

between 12 and 14. Mygliol 812 is a commercial, medium-chain triglyceride. 
2 Cremophor WO7 is non-ionic surfactant, manufactured by reacting hydrogenated castor  oil with 7 moles of 

ethylenoxide. Its HLB is 5 ±1. 
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Moreover, they are also resistant to the flocculation or coalescence of droplets 
because of their efficient steric stabilization [86]. Additionally, a significant 
surfactant film thickness (relative to droplet radius) prevents thinning or 
disruption of the liquid film between droplets [102]. The principal 
destabilization mechanism of their breakdown is the Ostwald ripening [87]. 
This instability is governed by the molecular diffusion of oil from small to 
large droplets as a result of the difference in solubility between droplets of 
different sizes and will be described in greater detail in part 4.3 [88]. 
 

The attractive properties of nanoemulsions, including small droplet size, 
high kinetic stability, optical semi-transparency and low viscosity have 
garnered considerable interest for industrial applications, such as 
pharmaceuticals and cosmetics, where they can serve as drug delivery 
systems, agrochemistry for pesticide delivery, the chemical industry, etc. 
[51][89]. The main limitation for using nanoemulsions is their  
non-straightforward preparation procedure [87].  
 
 
4.3 The instability of nanoemulsions 

It is commonly reported, that the principal mechanisms of emulsion 
instability, leading to complete phase separation, are creaming, sedimentation, 
flocculation, coalescence and Ostwald ripening [91]. Compared to classical 
emulsions, the main destabilizing process of nanoemulsions is the Ostwald 
ripening mechanism. Regardless of the production method, the ripening rate 
increases with increasing oil concentration and a reduction of the surfactant 
amount [78][96]. In this process, the larger droplets grow at the expense of 
the smaller ones. As a consequence, the more monodispersed the droplets are, 
the less the nanoemulsions will be affected by Ostwald ripening. Therefore, it 
is important to control not only the particle size of nanoemulsions but also to 
prepare particles with a narrow size distribution [74]. 

There are several methods to reduce the ripening rate. This can be, for 
example, performed by the addition of a second, less soluble oil [90] or by 
using a surfactant that forms monolayers less permeable to the oil (an ionic 
surfactant) [122].  

Ostwald ripening is described by the LSW theory, formulated by Lifshitz 
and Slezov [123] and independently by Wagner [124]. Generally, LSW 
theory is valid in the case of immobile particles and assumes that the droplets 
are separated by distances much larger than their diameters and that the 
transport of a dispersed component is only due to molecular diffusion 
[125][126]. These assumptions may not be completely valid for 
nanoemulsions because of their strong Brownian motion, which may induce 
convective diffusion, accelerating the diffusion rate [126]. Therefore, this 
theory is not suitable for predicting the Ostwald ripening rate in 
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nanoemulsions, but it is a good tool for identifying the Ostwald ripening as 
the main destabilizing factor in nanoemulsions [91]. The Ostwald ripening 
rate, ω, is expressed as follows: 

 

ω =  =  , (4) 

 
where rc is the critical radius of droplets that are neither growing nor 

decreasing in size, c(∞) is the bulk phase solubility, γ is the interfacial tension, 
Vm is the solute molar volume, D is the diffusion coefficient, R is the gas 
constant, and T is the temperature. This equation shows that r3 varies linearly 
with time. Therefore, plotting a linear graph of r3 versus time makes it 
possible to determine Ostwald ripening rates [58].  

 
 
4.4 The formulation of nanoemulsion systems 

The procedure for encapsulating essential oils into soya lecithin-based 
nanoemulsions was published in [127]. This study was done in order to 
enhance the antimicrobial activity of essential oils while minimizing their 
impact on the quality of the final product (fruit juices). Nanoemulsion 
formation and its use as a vehicle for skin-care products have been described 
in publication [128]. These systems were evaluated and compared with two 
other products (body milk and body lotion) in terms of hydratation and the 
satisfaction of volunteers. It was found that nanoemulsions showed higher 
hydratation power compared with the two other products, and 80% of the 
volunteers preferred the nanoemulsion to their usual product. Another study 
[129] concentrated on the formation and stability of O/W nanoemulsions 
containing rice bran oil and their usage in the cosmetic industry. The studied 
nanoemulsions were applied to the skin of volunteers with normal and 
diseased skin types. It was found that these systems increased the relative skin 
hydration and skin oiliness, and maintained the normal skin pH. Hence, these 
nanoemulsions could serve as an alternative treatment for skin diseases 
(atopic dermatitis or psoriasis). Rao et al. [130] and Ziani et al. [131] dealt 
with the formation of flavoured oil microemulsions and investigated the 
influences of composition and preparation method on their stability. They 
used food-grade non-ionic surfactant Tween 80 and lemon oil. This study 
provides useful information on the development of stable food-grade delivery 
systems for incorporating flavour oils or other lipophilic components (colors, 
micronutrients and antimicrobials) into foods and beverages.  
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5 MICROPARTICLES 

The emergence of microparticles with the potential application as carrier 
system dates back to 1930s when Bungenberg de Jong et al. [132][133] 
published studies dealing with the formation of gelatine particles by the 
coacervation method. The pharmaceutical applications of microparticles were 
recognized 30 years later [134]. They can be used to mask the taste of a drug, 
to protect the drug against undesired environmental effects, to incorporate 
volatile drugs, such as essential oils and mainly to control the release of the 
drug [135][136]. Nowadays, the production of microparticles with controlled 
particle sizes and particle size distribution is of significant interest in several 
fields, such as chemistry and material science, biotechnology, medicine, 
pharmacy or agriculture [137].  

Microparticles are defined as particulate dispersions or solid particles with 
a size ranging between 1–1000 µm [137][138][139]. Strictly speaking, they 
can exist in two forms, namely as microcapsules (micrometric reservoir 
systems) and microspheres (micrometric matrix systems) [6]. While 
microcapsules are systems in which the drug is cased in a cavity surrounded 
by a polymer membrane, microspheres are matrix systems in which the drug 
is physically and uniformly dispersed [138].  

 
 

5.1 Composition of microparticles 

Microparticles (microcapsules and microspheres) consist of two major 
parts (Fig. 5); 1) the core material containing one or more active ingredients, 
which could be solids, liquids or gases and 2) the coating (wall) material, 
which can be selected from a wide variety of polymers, depending on the core 
material to be encapsulated and the desired characteristics of the particles 
[6][140]. The wall materials can be of natural or synthetic origin and 
polymers, such as gelatine, dextrin, chitosan, hyaluronic acid, dextran, 
poly(vinylalcohol) (PVA), poly(vinylpyrrollidone) (PVP), poly(lactic acid) 
(PLA), and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) can be applied. The coating 
material must be nonreactive to the core material, preferably biodegradable 
and nontoxic. Other components, for example surfactants (poloxamers, 
polysorbates, lecithins), organic solvents (ethanol, isopropanol, ethyl acetate, 
propylene carbonate, benzyl alcohol), co-surfactants (glycofurol, ethanol, 
isopropanol) and additives (buffers, salts, polyols) necessary for microcapsule 
formation may also be added [138].  
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Figure 5 Schematic representation of two different types of microparticles; a) 
microcapsules b) microspheres [6]. 
 
 
5.2 Microencapsulation 

Microencapsulation is a process involving surrounding the core with inert 
natural or synthetic polymeric materials [6]. Its main role is to produce a 
system capable of delivering, protecting, stabilizing and controlling the 
release of the core. Encapsulated ingredients include adhesives, drug 
substances, pigments, fragrances, flavors, agricultural chemicals, solvents or 
oils [141].  

 
For microparticle production, different traditional techniques have been 

used including spray drying and spray freeze drying [142][143], jet milling 
[144], dispersion polymerization [145], nanoprecipitation [146] and solvent 
evaporation [147]. However, all of them have specific disadvantages. For 
example, spray drying and jet milling are not suitable for the treatment of 
thermolabile compounds because their operating temperatures are too high 
and because they are not able to produce a powder with narrow and controlled 
particle size distributions [148][149]. The remaining techniques suffer from 
common drawbacks, namely the need of organic solvents in at least one of the 
production steps, which have to be removed, and low encapsulation efficiency 
[150]. Therefore, supercritical fluid-based technologies have been proposed to 
overcome the limitations of these traditional encapsulation methods 
[151][152]. The use of supercritical fluids offers potential advantages related 
to the efficient extraction of solvents, the low amount of impurities and 
substantial control of the particle size. Effective control of the particle 
precipitation is possible by changing the mass transfer conditions and the 
phase behaviour of the ternary mixture solvent-antisolvent-solute. The most 
commonly used supercritical fluid is carbone dioxide (SC-CO2). Normally, at 
standard temperature and pressure (STP), carbone dioxide behaves as a gas; 
when frozen, it turns to solid (dry ice). However, when the temperature and 
pressure increase from STP to or above the critical point for CO2, it can adopt 

a) b) 
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properties between a gas and a liquid. It follows that it behaves like a 
supercritical fluid above its critical temperature (31.1 °C) and critical pressure 
(7.39 MPa). SC-CO2 is very often used as a commercial and industrial solvent 
due to its low price, low toxicity and minimum environmental impact. The 
relatively low temperature of the micronization process and the stability of 
CO2 allow most compounds to be micronized with only little to no damage 
[153]. 

Generally, micronizing techniques based on supercritical fluids include the 
rapid expansion of supercritical solutions (RESS) [154][155], particle 
generation from gas saturated solutions (PGSS) [156], supercritical 
antisolvent precipitation (SAS) [157] and supercritical assisted atomization 
(SAA) [158][159]. Of these techniques, SAA will be discussed in more detail, 
as it was applied in the Ph.D. experiments.  

 
5.2.1 Supercritical Assisted Atomization – SAA 

A major advantage of the SAA process is the opportunity to use either 
organic solvents or aqueous solutions which results in the possibility to 
process both water-soluble as well as water-insoluble compounds [160]. 
Moreover, this technique provides good particle size and good particle size 
distribution control (between 0.05 and 5 µm) [161]. These unique properties 
together with its environmentally friendly behaviour and non-aggressive 
processes with respect to the substances treated, allowed this technique to 
effectively and successfully micronize a wide range of compounds 
[162][161].  
 

The supercritical assisted atomization process developed by Reverchon and 
co-workers [158][162] is based on both the solubilisation of controlled 
quantities of supercritical SC-CO2 in a liquid solution containing a solid 
solute and the subsequent atomization of the ternary solution through an 
injector [162][163]. Carbon dioxide is used as a co-solute and the pneumatic 
agent responsible for the atomization [158]. The solubilisation is obtained in a 
high pressure vessel called a saturator, which is characterized by a high 
specific surface and a large residence time thus ensuring contact between the 
solution and CO2. The prepared solution is sprayed through an injector into 
precipitator operating at atmospheric pressure to obtain droplets [164]. The 
forming of particles is characterized by a two-step atomization process. The 
first step represents the formation of primary droplets at the exit of the 
injector, which is caused by a pneumatic effect. The second step, called 
decompressive atomization, is induced by the quick release of CO2 from 
primary droplets, giving rise to smaller ones [152]. Microparticles are 
obtained by droplet evaporation using nitrogen heated to 120 °C. The 
evaporation should be fast to avoid the coalescence phenomena and the 
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sticking of the droplets on the precipitator’s inner surface [165]. The SAA 
apparatus is schematically sketched in Figure 6. 

 

 
 

Figure 6 Schematic representation of the SAA apparatus: 1. CO2 cylinder; 2. 
liquid solution; 3. N2 cylinder; 4. cooling bath; 5. heating bath; 6. high 
pressure pumps; 7. dampener; 8. heat exchanger; 9. saturator; 10. 
precipitator and 11. condenser [148]. 
 

 
SAA process parameters 

Process parameters influencing the efficiency of the atomization process, 
the particle size and particle size distribution include the following variables: 
 

• Gas/liquid ratio – (the mass flow ratio) between CO2 and the liquid 
solution, 

• The operating pressure and temperature in the saturator, 
• The concentration of solute in the liquid solution, 
• The temperature in the precipitator, which should be high enough to 

allow the solvent to evaporate from the droplets, but lower than the 
degradation temperature of the core material to be encapsulated [153].  

 
The SAA technique has been successfully used in the micronization of 

pharmaceuticals, polymers, copolymers or proteins. For example, it has been 
tested on various drugs, such as terbutaline [148], rifampicin and tetracycline 
[149] and particles were produced in the micron size-range with controlled 
distributions of compounds precipitated from water, methanol or acetone. The 
atomization of ampiciline microspheres with a wall created by 
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hydroxymethylcellulose (HPMC) or chitosan has been studied by Reverchon 
et al [161][166]. In both cases, spherical or doughnut microparticles with 
uniform morphology and a narrow distribution were formed. The size of 
obtained spherical particles was between 0.1–6 µm. It was determined that the 
wall-forming polymers protected ampicillin from thermal degradation and 
prolonged the release of the drug. 

The SAA technique has been also studied for protein micronization. Adami 
et al. [167] micronized lysozyme using water, buffered water at a pH of 6.2 
and water-ethanol mixtures at different volume ratios. The obtained lysozyme 
microparticles were spherical with a narrow size distribution ranging from 0.1 
to 4 µm. Moreover, this study was conducted as a demonstration of lysozyme 
encapsulation as an efficient tool against denaturation. Good results in terms 
of stability and the activity of this enzyme after micronization were detected. 
Depending on process conditions, lysozyme retained 95 to 100% of the 
biological activity compared to the untreated enzyme. Wang et al. [168] 
applied an SAA equipped with a hydrodynamic cavitation mixer (SAA-HCM) 
to the micronization of bovine serum albumin (BSA). When the precipitator 
temperature was set at 70 °C, spherical microparticles with the size 
distribution of 0.3–5 µm were obtained using water as a solvent. It was found 
that an SAA-HCM offers a promising technique for micronizing bioactive 
macromolecules without any organic solvents, for effective drug delivery. 
Another work published by Porta et al. [169] dealt with the production of 
BSA heat denatured microspheres loaded with gentamicin sulphate. All 
microspheres produced with the SAA technique exhibited high drug content 
and good encapsulation efficiency leading to a significant reduction of the 
water content inside of these systems and resulting in the increased stability 
of the drug. 
 
  
 
6 A COMPARISON OF THE DISCUSSED PARTICULATE SYSTEMS 

All delivery systems have their own advantages and disadvantages related 
to the purpose of their use. It follows that various types of cosmetic vehicles 
are more suitable for a certain application area, and the right choice of the 
system is in many cases the decisive parameter for the efficient delivery and 
release of active compounds in the target location. Microemulsions are 
effective vehicles for dermal as well as transdermal compound delivery due to 
their small size and high-loading capacity. Besides, their thermodynamic 
stability and simple preparation process make them favoured vehicles for skin 
applications [6]. They are able to solubilize both hydrophilic and hydrophobic 
compounds. Because of the low interfacial tension between the oil and water 
phases, microemulsions exhibit excellent wetting and penetrating properties 
[9]. Despite all the benefits mentioned above, microemulsions possess some 
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drawbacks. They have limited solubizing capacity for high-melting 
substances, and their stability is influenced by environmental parameters such 
as temperature, pH and pressure [45]. Moreover, they are restricted in their 
usage because of the need for a relatively high surfactant concentration for 
their preparation (10–30 wt.%) [90], which might be a problem with respect 
to allergic and sensitization adverse reactions. 

Conversely, nanoemulsions can be prepared using moderate surfactant 
concentrations, typically between 3 and 10 wt.% [92]. Their small particle 
size, relatively high kinetic stability and large surface area makes them 
suitable for the efficient delivery of active compounds and for their 
penetration through the skin [90][92]. Nanoemulsions can deliver both 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic compounds. They are non-toxic and commonly 
non-irritant, protect the drug from degradation caused for example by 
hydrolysis or oxidation, and can also provide taste masking [170]. However, 
the main limitation for their application is their non-straigtforward preparation 
procedure and limited long-term stability [84]. 

The previously mentioned systems are microparticles that exhibit long-term 
stability during storage. They can be stored in dry powder or in suspension 
with a little or no loss of activity over an extended storage period [140]. They 
provide highly reproducible formulations and along with emulsion systems 
can encapsulate both hydrophilic and hydrophobic compounds, making them 
widely applicable [171]. Microparticles also offer improved control over the 
release rate of the drug, and their particle size gives them the potential to 
enhance the solubility and bioavailability of the encapsulated substance. In 
spite of these advantages, microparticles have also some limitations. Their 
small particle size together with large surface area can lead to particle 
aggregation, which may significantly change the properties and performance 
of these systems [138].  
 
 
 
7 CHARACTERIZATION METHODS OF PARTICULATE SYSTEMS 

Dispersion systems can be characterized by the combination of a variety of 
techniques. For example, the macroscopic properties, such as viscosity, 
interfacial tension and conductivity can be determined by rheometry, 
conductometry and tensiometry. The size and shape of the particles can be 
measured by photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS), light diffraction or by 
electron microscopy, and the stability of these systems can be easily evaluated 
by visual observation. Moreover, the solid state properties and structure of 
particles can be measured by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) or  
X-ray diffraction (XRD) [172].  

The characterization of the particular systems is rather complicated due to 
their complexity, namely due to the series of structures and components that 
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may be involved in the systems. Therefore, studies covering a variety of 
techniques are required to gain a general overview of the physicochemical 
properties and structures of the dispersion systems [16]. Some of the most 
frequently used characterization techniques will be briefly mentioned in the 
next section of the doctoral thesis. 

 
 

7.1 Visual observation 

Emulsion systems are not thermodynamically stable and undergo a 
continuous destabilization process until one macroscopic water phase and one 
macroscopic oil phase occur [46].  

Visual observation is an old, simple method still used to check emulsion 
stability. The emulsions instability is investigated by placing the samples in 
test tubes and then storing them under chosen conditions. The destabilization 
process is commonly reflected by the separation of the water phase at the 
bottom of the tube or by a complete breakdown into two or more phases 
[172].  
 
 
7.2 Microscopic analysis 

Microscopy techniques (optical microscopy, scanning and transmission 
electron microscopy) are able to provide information about the structure, 
dimensions and organization of the emulsion droplets. Each microscopic 
technique works on different physicochemical principles and can be used to 
examine different levels and types of structural organization. Nevertheless, 
any type of microscopic method must have three qualities: resolution, 
magnification and contrast [15]. 

 
7.2.1 Conventional optical microscopy 

An optical microscope is still one of the most valuable tools for observing 
the microstructure of emulsions. It consists of a series of lenses which direct 
the light through the sample and magnify the resulting image. The resolution 
of the microscope is determined by the wavelength of light used and the basic 
structure of the device. Generally, the theoretical limit for resolution of an 
optical microscope is about 0.2 µm, but in fact the limit is below about 1 µm 
due to the difficulties arising from the design of the device and also mainly 
due to Brownian motion of small particles in the sample causing blurred 
images. Therefore, the use of this type of microscope is limited, especially in 
systems containing particles with sizes below the measuring limit of the 
instrument. However, the advantage of this technique over light scattering or 
ultrasonic methods is that it provides information not only about the particle 
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size but it can also be applied to detection of the flocculation or coalescence 
and the distinction between them [15]. 

 
7.2.2 Electrone microscopy 

Electron microscopes use electron beams to obtain data on the structure of 
the samples. These beams are directed through the microscope using a series 
of magnetic fields. Electron microscopes can be used to measure much 
smaller objects (about 1 nm) because the electron beams have much smaller 
wavelengths than the light used in conventional microscopes. Transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) are the 
most common types of electron microscopes used in practice. In both of these 
techniques, the microscope must be maintained under a high vacuum, 
otherwise the electrons would be scattered by atoms and molecules in a gas, 
causing deterioration in the image quality [15].  

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is used to provide images of the 
surface topography of the samples in the micro- to nanometer range with 
relatively lower diffraction patterns. It is composed of an electron gun that 
generates the electron beams and electromagnetic optics which guide the 
beam and focus it. Moreover, there are the detectors collecting the electrons 
(direct scattering or emitted from the sample) that come from the sample, the 
energy of the detected electrons together with their intensity and location of 
the emission [173].  

SEM is based on the measurement of secondary electrons generated by the 
sample, which is bombarded by an electron beam. A focused electron beam is 
directed at a certain point on the surface of the sample. Some of the energy 
associated with the electron beam is adsorbed by the sample, which leads to 
the formation of secondary electrons. These electrons, after leaving the 
surface of the sample, are recorded by the detector. An image of the sample is 
obtained by scanning the electron beam in an x-y direction over its surface 
and recording all electrons generated at each position. Additionally, the 
intensity of electrons at each location depends also on the contact angle 
between the electron beam and the surface. Therefore, the electron 
micrograph appears in a three dimensional arrangement. In comparison with 
TEM, the SEM sample preparation is easier and tends to produce fewer 
artefacts. This is because an image is generated by secondary electrons 
produced on the surface of the sample, rather than by an electron beam that 
travels through a sample, and thus it is not necessary to prepare ultrathin 
samples. On the other hand, the resolution power of SEM is of about 3–4 nm, 
which is an order of magnitude worse than when using TEM. However, 
compared to an optical microscope, SEM has about three orders of magnitude 
better resolution power and a larger depth of field, which means that the 
images of relatively large structures are all in focus [15]. 
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7.3 Photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS) 

PCS is a non-invasive technique used for characterizing macromolecules in 
solutions and particles in suspensions. It is based on the measurements of the 
time-dependent fluctuations in the intensity of scattered light that occur 
because the particles undergo Brownian motion [174]. Brownian motion is 
the random movement of particles due to attacks by the solvent molecules 
that surround them. The velocity of Brownian motion depends on the particles 
sizes (the larger the particle, the slower the Brownian motion), solvent 
viscosity (the higher the viscosity, the slower the motion) and temperature 
(the higher the temperature, the more motion). The Brownian motion velocity 
is defined by a variable known as the translational diffusion coefficient (D). 
The size of a particle is then calculated from D by using the Stockes-Einstein 
equation, as follows: 
 

 d(H) =  , (5) 

 
 

where d(H) is the hydrodynamic diameter, D is the translation diffusion 
coefficient, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is absolute temperature and � is 
viscosity [175].  

Like other particle sizing techniques, PCS has its advantages and 
disadvantages. The indisputable benefits of this technique are the fast and 
easy measurements lasting from a few seconds to a few minutes. The method 
is absolute, and thus the calibration with particles of a known size distribution 
is not necessary. Additionally, very small quantities of the sample are 
sufficient for measurements, and the instrumentation is commercially 
available with automation including data analysis [176][177]. The major 
advantage of this technique is its applicability to systems with sizes from a 
few nanometers to several microns (1–2 µm) [177]. On the other hand, among 
its main disadvantages are cleaning and filling the cells, which is the critical 
point of the PCS application. If the solution to be measured contains dust or 
micro-bubbles, they will disrupt or overlap the signal of analyte (sample) and 
the measurement can be affected by artefacts [178]. Moreover, this method 
requires highly transparent and in general highly diluted samples [172]. 

PCS is a suitable method for the characterization of the particle size of 
latexes, pigments, emulsions, micelles, and liposomes. Moreover, another 
application for this method is in biology and microbiology, in determining the 
sizes of bacteria, viruses and DNA [177]. 
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7.4 Rheology 

The application of a force on a material causes its deformation or flow. 
Rheology is connected with the relationship between applied forces and the 
deformation and flow of matter. Most rheological tests involve the application 
of force to a material and a measurement of the resulting flow or change in its 
shape [15]. 

Generally, the rheological properties of emulsions are influenced by a 
number of factors, such as the nature of the continuous and dispersed phases, 
the phase volume ratio, and to a lesser extent particle size distributions. The 
overall consistency of emulsions of low dispersed phase volume is commonly 
similar to that of the continuous phase. It follows, that W/O emulsions are 
usually thicker than O/W emulsions [16].  

 
7.4.1 Viscosity measurements 

The viscosity of an ideal liquid (also referred to as a Newtonian liquid) is a 
measure of its resistance to flow. The higher the viscosity, the greater the 
resistance. When a shear stress is applied to an ideal liquid, it continues to 
flow as long as the stress is applied. When the stress is removed, there is no 
elastic recovery of the material, i.e., it does not return to its original shape.  

Many instruments have been designed to measure the shear properties of 
liquids, viscoelastic materials, plastics and solids. The instruments are usually 
controlled by a computer and asked to perform sophisticated test procedures 
as a function of time, temperature, shear rate, etc. Generally, the sample to be 
analysed is placed in a thermostated measurement cell where it is subjected to 
a controlled shear stress (strain). The resulting shear (stress) is detected by the 
rheometer, and it follows that the rheological properties of the tested sample 
can be determined from the strain-stress relationship. There are two different 
types of rheological instruments: constant stress instruments, which apply a 
constant torque to the sample and measure the resulting strain or rate of strain; 
and constant strain instruments, which apply a constant strain or rate of strain 
and measure the torque generated in the sample. Constant stress instruments 
include for example, a parallel plate, cone-plate and concentric cylinder. The 
latter rheometer consists of two concentric cylinders, and the sample is placed 
in the gap between them. The inner cylinder is driven at a constant torque 
(angular force) and the resulting strain (angular deflection) or rate of the strain 
(speed at which cylinder rotates) is determined, depending on the physical 
state of the analysed sample (liquid or solid). For emulsions (liquids), the 
speed at which the inner cylinder rotates is governed by the viscosity of the 
fluid between the walls. The faster it spins at the given torque, the lower the 
viscosity of the liquid. Moreover, the torque can be varied in a controlled way 
and so the elastic modulus or viscosity can be measured as a function of shear 
stress [15]. 
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7.5 Thermal analysis 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and differential thermal analysis 
(DTA) are the most common thermal analysis techniques used to record the 
melting and crystallization of substances. They measure the heat released or 
adsorbed by a sample when exposed to a controlled temperature programme. 
The samples release heat when they crystallize and absorb heat when melting. 
The main difference between these two techniques is the system used to 
measure the heat released or adsorbed by the sample [15]. 
 
7.5.1 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 

DSC is a technique in which the difference in heat flow rate (or power) to 
the sample and to the reference sample is monitored over time while the 
samples are exposed to a temperature programme [179]. Thermocouples 
continuously measure the temperature of each of the two pans, and heaters 
below the pans deliver heat to one of the pans. When the sample undergoes a 
transition, it either absorbs or releases heat. To maintain the same temperature 
of the both pans, the same amount of heat (power) must be delivered to either 
the test or reference cells. The amount of the heat supplied is usually 
measured by special electrical circuitry. Therefore, data from DSC are 
reported as the rate of heat absorption (Q) by the tested sample relative to the 
reference sample as a function of temperature [15].  

Thermal events in the sample appear as deviations from the baseline, i.e., 
as endothermic or exothermic responses (Fig. 7). Their sizes depend on 
whether more or less heat was supplied to the tested sample in comparison 
with reference. Generally, endothermic responses are usually situated above 
the baseline (positive), which corresponds to an increased heat transfer to the 
sample compared to the reference and leads to the melting of the sample. 
Conversely, exothermic responses are located under the baseline and describe 
the crystallization [180]. The major advantage of DSC is that samples are 
easily prepared, and it follows that measurements can be conducted quickly 
and simply [181].  
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Figure 7 DSC analysis showing basic enthalpy changes during the heating 
and cooling of the sample [15]. 

 
 

7.6 High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) 

HPLC is an analytical technique used to separate chemical compounds 
present in mixtures. It is based on the separation of molecules due to 
differences in their structure or composition [182]. 

Components in the mixture are separated on a column that contains packing 
material (referred to as stationary phase) by pumping a solvent (referred to as 
mobile phase) through the column [183]. The components (referred to as 
analytes) in the sample have different affinities and interactions with the 
mobile and stationary phases, and it follows that each analyte moves along the 
column at different speeds and emerges from the column at various times, 
thus separating the mixture components. Analytes with a higher affinity for 
the mobile phase move faster through the column whereas those with the 
higher affinity for the stationary phase move slower [182]. The time at which 
the analyte elutes (comes out of the end of the column) is called the retention 
time and can be used to identify the components. Commonly used solvents 
include combinations of water or organic liquids (methanol, acetonitrile) 
[183]. 

The successful implementation of HPLC measurements requires a 
combination of a variety of operating conditions, e.g., column type and 
parameters (length, diameter, temperature), mobile phase used (type, flow 
rate) and sample size [184]. 

As shown in the schematic diagram in Fig. 8, the HPLC instrument consists 
of a mobile phase reservoir, a degasser for the mobile phase, a high-pressure 
pump, injection valve, waste reservoir, column, detector and data acquisition 
and display system [184]. 
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Figure 8 Schematic diagram of a high performance liquid chromatography 
(HPLC) system [185]. 
 
 
7.7 X-ray diffractometry (XRD) 

X-ray diffraction is a universal analytical technique for the examination of 
crystalline materials such as ceramics, metals, electronic and geological 
materials, organics and polymers [184]. 

In the diffractometer, an X-ray beam of a single wavelength is used to 
examine crystalline samples. By continuously changing the incident angle of 
the X-ray beam, a spectrum of diffraction intensity versus the angle between 
incident and diffracted beam is recorded. This technique enables the 
identification of the crystal structure and an assessment of its quality by 
analysing and then comparing the spectrum with a database containing more 
than 60,000 diffraction spectra of known crystalline substances [186].  

The diffractometer is based on the detection of X-ray diffractions from 
materials and recording the diffraction intensity as a function of the 
diffraction angle (2θ). Figure 9 describes the geometrical arrangement of  
X-ray source, sample and detector. The X-ray radiation generated by an X-ray 
tube passes through special slits which collimate the X-ray beam. These slits 
are made of a set of closely spaced thin metal plates to prevent beam 
divergence in the direction perpendicular to the figure plane. A divergent  
X-ray beam passing through the slits strikes the sample. The X-rays are 
diffracted by the sample and form a convergent beam at receiving slits before 
they enter a detector. The diffracted X-ray beam needs to pass through a 
monochromatic filter (monochromator) before being received by a detector 
[186].  
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Figure 9 Geometric arrangement of an X-ray diffractometer [186]. 

 
The major advantage of this non-destructive technique is that only a small 

amount of the sample is needed for the measurement and easy and fast phase 
identification due to the existence of the comprehensive databases. The main 
disadvantage of the method is that it gives only very limited information 
about amorphous or low-crystalline materials [187].  
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AIMS OF THE DOCTORAL STUDY 

The main goals of the present work have been focused on deeper 
understanding of the suitable carrier systems for cosmetics and have been 
subdivided into the following points that may contribute both to theoretical 
research and to practice: 
 

• Preparation of classical (nano)emulsions and (nano)emulsions with the 
addition of different types of hydrocolloids by Emulsion inversion 
point technique (EIP) and their mutual comparison in terms of stability, 
particle size, etc.  
 

• Monitoring of the effects of different O/W ratios, HLB values, 
surfactant types and concentrations on the particle size, distribution and 
viscosity of the tested emulsions by Photon correlation spectroscopy 
(PCS) and viscometry. 

 
• Evaluation of the stability of (nano)emulsions stored at various 

conditions (4 °C, 25 °C, 35 °C) using visual observation, optical 
microscopy, viscometry and PCS. 

 
• Formation of stable microemulsion systems based on 1-

monoacylglycerols (1-MAG) as suitable carriers of antimicrobial 
agents. 

 
• Testing of microemulsion cytotoxicity and antimicrobial activity 

against the most common gram-positive and gram-negative 
microorganisms. Monitoring their stability as well as the time 
development of their particle sizes by PCS. 

 
• Exploration of a new modification of Supercritical Assisted 

Atomization process, the micronization of 1-MAG/PVA microparticles 
from O/W emulsion systems. 

 
• Investigation of the effect of different 1-MAG/PVA ratios and the 

emulsion preparation method (homogenization, sonication) on the 
particle size, stability, and morphology by optical and electron 
microscope, PCS, DSC, X-ray and HPLC. 
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SUMMARY OF THE PAPERS 

The presented doctoral thesis is focused on the preparation and 
characterization of different types of cosmetic vehicles, i.e., nanoemulsions, 
microemulsions and microparticles as promising transport systems in a 
variety of practical areas. The key findings are highlighted as summaries of 
each of the four scientific papers presented below. 

 
Paper I was focused on the preparation and characterization of O/W 

nanoemulsions produced by a low-energy emulsification method (Emulsion 
inversion point technique – EIP) in the presence of two types of non-ionic 
surfactants (Igepal, Brij). The work was aimed at finding a suitable 
composition of emulsions and preparation conditions in terms of HLB value, 
O/W ratio, surfactant type and its concentration as well as an assessment of 
the impact of individual variables on particle size, viscosity and stability of 
these systems. 

 
According to obtained data from the PCS and viscosity measurements, all 

variables mentioned above considerably influenced both the particle size and 
viscosity.  

The overall results state that emulsion droplets produced with the mixture 
of the Igepals were mostly bigger in all studied O/W ratios and almost at all 
HLB values compared to droplets obtained with Brijs. The only exception 
were emulsions prepared at the HLB value 10.5, which exhibited similar sizes 
for both types of surfactants. In addition, these systems possessed the smallest 
particle sizes, being in the range of 50–200 nm for all studied O/W ratios. 
Further, almost all emulsions with O/W ratio 5/95 were semitransparent in 
appearance, indicating the formation of small particles. With an increasing oil 
content (10/90; 15/85; 20/80; 25/75 and 30/70) the particle size of the 
emulsions increased, which can be attributed to a rise in the volume fraction 
of oil in the emulsions.  

 
Moreover, composition and preparation conditions also affected the 

stability of the studied systems. The emulsions prepared at HLB value 10.5 
were chosen for the examination of the stability because at this HLB the 
smallest particles were obtained and hence the best stability was expected. 
The best long-term stability in terms of visual observation was found in 
emulsions with O/W ratios 5/95 and 10/90 prepared with Brijs, which were 
stable for more than 2 months. However, the samples produced using Igepals 
also showed sufficiently good stability and remained unchanged at least for 
one month. 
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Generally, the Igepal surfactants were more suitable for the preparation of 
nanoemulsions within a broader range of HLB values (9.5–11.5) in 
comparison with Brij surfactants. On the contrary, the Brij surfactants 
provided more time-stable nanoemulsions.  
 
 

Paper II briefly described the principle of the Photon correlation 
spectroscopy (PCS) method and pointed out the main advantages and the 
possibilites of its usage in measuring the particle sizes and distributions of 
dispersion systems. 

 
The applicability of the method for an analysis of surface active agents was 

tested by measuring the micelle sizes of ionic (SDSa) and non-ionic 
surfactants (Tweens, Igepal) as well as their mixtures. The results showed that 
this technique is capable of reliably distinguishing the micelle sizes of tested 
non-ionic surfactants (Tween 20, Tween 60) and also determining the sizes of 
mixed micelles formed by mixing both surfactants in the ratio of 50/50.  

 
PCS also performed well in the characterisation of microemulsions and 

nanoemulsions. An analysis of 1-MAG microemulsions confirmed the 
presence of particles in the range of 11–24 nm, which corresponds to the 
literature findings for the range expected from these systems (10–50 nm). 
Moreover, almost all the 1-MAG microemulsions showed the presence of 
narrow monomodal distribution indicating the presence of a one particle 
population. 

 
Results from the PCS characterization of the nanoemulsions revealed that 

their sizes were significantly affected by the composition, namely by HLB 
value as well as O/W ratio. It was found that the optimal HLB value in terms 
of the size (<200 nm) and stability of emulsion droplets was 10.5, irrespective 
of the O/W ratio. Additionally, differences in particle size were also observed 
when various amounts of surfactants (3 and 5 wt.%) were used. According to 
theoretical assumption, the particle size should decrease with an increasing 
surfactant concentration, which was confirmed by the finding presented in 
this paper. 

 
From the experiment it was clearly visible, that the PCS technique is 

suitable for the evaluation of the stability of dispersion systems through the 
monitoring of the time changes in particle size and distributions. The 
unconsidered information potential of the method lies also in its possibility to 
determine the presence of one or more particle populations by an assessment 
of the distribution curves. 
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Based on the results mentioned above it can be concluded that the PCS 
technique has broad potential for the characterization of particulate systems in 
a variety of application areas, such as medicine, pharmaceuticals, comestics, 
food technology and the polymer industry. 
 
 

Paper III was concentrated on the formulation of long-term stable 1-MAG 
microemulsions, their characterization by PCS as well as the monitoring of 
their cytotoxicity and antibacterial activity against the most common 
pathogenic microorganisms. Another goal of the paper was to compare the 
inhibition effect of microemulsions with that of 1-MAGs alone (not 
encapsulated in microemulsion) and suggest the mechanism of action of  
1-MAGs and microemulsions. 

 
Pseudo-ternary phase diagrams were constructed in order to determine the 

area of true microemulsions, which is characterized by the unlimited 
miscibility of individual components and the area of their limited miscibility, 
i.e., the classical emulsion region. The influence of different types of  
co-surfactants (ethanol, propanol, butanol and pentanol) on the phase 
behavior of 1-MAG microemulsions (ME) was also studied. The results 
confirmed that the size of both areas is strongly dependent on the type of 
alcohol used. It was determined that the region of limited miscibility in 
pseudo-ternary phase diagrams rises with an increasing chain length of 
alcohol. The 1-MAG microemulsions used in further tests were composed of 
ethanol, 1-MAG C10:0 (C11:0, C12:0 and C14:0) and surfactant Tween 80. 
They were transparent in appearance, stable more then 6 months and their 
sizes were between 12–20 nm. 

 
The antibacterial effects of all 1-MAG MEs and 1-MAGs alone on the 

growth of gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria were investigated using 
the dilution method by measuring the optical density of cell suspensions 
growing in the presence of 1-MAG MEs. The tests revealed that 1-MAG MEs 
at the higher concentrations (>1000 mg/L) possessed better inhibition effects 
against the growth of gram-negative bacteria compared to the corresponding 
concentrations of 1-MAGs alone. At the lower concentrations, the 
antibacterial activity of both systems was comparable. On the other hand, the 
inhibition ability of 1-MAG MEs in the case of gram-positive bacteria was 
lower than the antibacterial activity of 1-MAGs alone. Generally, the best 
reduction of the bacteria growth was observed after the application of 1-MAG 
MEs of lauric acid.  

 
Additionally, the antibacterial activity of MEs without 1-MAG was also 

observed, resulting from the combined effect of surfactant Tween 80 
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(membrane disrupter) and ethanol (an antimicrobial agent). The presence of 
1-MAG in MEs then can act in synergy with these two components and 
further enhance their antibacterial effect.  

 
The cytotoxicity measurement revealed the significant cytotoxicity of all 

MEs, and the threshold of 10 mg/L was detected as the limit for moderate 
toxicity, which corresponds to 40–60% cell survival. However, it is worth 
noting that, similar to bacteria cells, the cytotoxic effect of ME is not resting 
only on 1-MAGs but is also influenced by other components (Tween 80, 
ethanol), which can be also responsible for a high cytotoxicity of MEs. 

 
 

Paper IV was aimed at the optimization of the composition and properties of 
emulsion systems (O/W) for the production of 1-MAG/PVA microparticles 
using supercritical assisted atomization (SAA). The prepared polymer 
microparticles containing 1-MAG as an antimicrobial agent were 
characterized by electron microscope, photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS), 
different scanning calorimetry (DSC), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and high 
pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) in order to determine the effect of 
the emulsion composition and preparation method on the final particle sizes, 
structure or encapsulation efficacy. 
 
Generally, the 1-MAG/PVA microparticles obtained by SAA were spherical 
in appearance with a diameter in the range of about 0.5–3 µm. The size of 
these microparticles was affected by the composition of emulsions, namely by 
the 1-MAG/PVA ratio as well as by the emulsification method. In the first 
case, there was the same trend, i.e. an increase in particle sizes and a shift of 
distributions towards larger particle diameters for both components used 
(PVA and 1-MAG), with their growing concentrations regardless of the 
emulsion preparation method applied. Moreover, the 1-MAG concentration in 
emulsion also influenced the recovery of the obtained powder. The emulsions 
containing 20 or 30 mg/ml of 1-MAG provided the highest recovery of the 
obtained microparticles with yields ranging between 50–60%. The 
emulsification method was another important parameter affecting the particle 
size and PDI, and it was found that the microparticles micronized by SAA 
from sonicated emulsion were smaller in their sizes and showed narrower 
distributions than those prepared using a high-speed stirrer.  
 
It is worth noting, that the tested 1-MAG/PVA microparticles possessed a 
semi-crystalline structure similar to the structure of not micronized, raw PVA. 
Nevertheless, the crystallinity of microparticles was higher in comparison 
with raw PVA. Additionally, the DSC measurements also confirmed the 
occurrence of this type of structure in studied systems. 
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CONTRIBUTION TO SCIENCE AND PRACTICE 

The main contributions of this doctoral thesis to science and practice can be 
summed in the following points: 

 
• The mastering of the preparation of classical (nano)emulsions and 

(nano)emulsions with the addition of different types of hydrocolloids 
by Emulsion Inversion Point technique (EIP), optimizing preparation 
conditions and finding a suitable composition that provides long-term 
stable delivery systems. 
 

• The understanding of the phase behaviour of microemulsion systems 
via studying the pseudo-ternary phase diagrams, a determination of the 
effect of all used components on the size of miscibility area (i.e., 
microemulsion region) and the establishment of model formulations. 

 

• The successful optimization of an O/W emulsion system for the 
production of microparticles suitable for the encapsulation of active 
substances, in this case with antibacterial properties.  

 

• The development of new application possibilities for the Supercritical 
assisted atomization method for the production of microparticles, 
consisting of a hydrophobic active agent and a hydrophilic polymeric 
carrier from the emulsion systems (O/W). The microparticles definitely 
belong to carrier systems, which may contribute to the increased 
bioavailability and stability of pharmaceutical compounds. 

 

• The finding, formulation and characterization of promising transport 
systems capable of encapsulating active substances (microemulsions, 
nanoemulsions and microparticles), which can be used in the cosmetics, 
pharmaceutical and food industries. 
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